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	The fast and easy guide for creating Windows 8 apps using popular technologies!


	This book offers a primer for building HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript applications for Windows 8. It includes an up-to-date guide for dusting off an aging HTML skill set and adapting to the Windows 8 apps and provides a reference for Windows and .NET programmers not familiar with HTML5. The overall design principles of MetroUI (the new design paradigm for Windows) are discussed.


	The book also addresses visual design with HTML and CSS, which are the visual design languages to bring MetroUI applications to the screen. Finally, there is a section on using JavaScript for inter- and intra-functional components.

	
		Contains the design principles for MetroUI, the new design paradigm for Windows
	
		The author is an enterprise architect, seasoned programmer and web developer who specializes in implementing Microsoft solutions at his client sites
	
		Shows how to develop HTML5, CSS3, and JavaScript applications for Windows 8



	This is the ideal resource for current Microsoft developers who need a primer or refresher for developing in HTML and JavaScript for Windows.
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Fuzzy Set and Its Extension: The Intuitionistic Fuzzy SetJohn Wiley & Sons, 2019

	
		Provides detailed mathematical exposition of the fundamentals of fuzzy set theory, including intuitionistic fuzzy sets

	
		This book examines fuzzy and intuitionistic fuzzy mathematics and unifies the latest existing works in literature. It enables readers to fully understand the mathematics of both fuzzy set and...
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Algorithmic Probability and Combinatorics: Ams Special Sessions on Algorithmic Probability and Combinatorics, October 5-6, 2007, Depaul University, ... Bc, Canada (Contemporary Mathematics)American Mathematical Society, 2010

	This volume contains the proceedings of the AMS Special Sessions on Algorithmic Probability and Combinatories held at DePaul University on October 5-6, 2007 and at the University of British Columbia on October 4-5, 2008.

	

	This volume collects cutting-edge research and expository on algorithmic probability and combinatories. It...
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The Joy of Dreamweaver MX: Recipes for Data-Driven Web SitesMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Gather Your Ingredients and Start Cooking!
Roll up your sleeves and prepare to whip up some of the tastiest Web sites imaginable. The Joy of Dreamweaver MX: Recipes for Data-Driven Web Sites is chock full of recipes, solutions, and helpful advice on using Dreamweaver MX to create beautiful and practical Web sites. Learn to create...
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Social Engineering: The Art of Human HackingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The first book to reveal and dissect the technical aspect of many social engineering maneuvers


	From elicitation, pretexting, influence and manipulation all aspects of social engineering are picked apart, discussed and explained by using real world examples, personal experience and the science behind them to unraveled the...
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Social Engineering: The Art of Human HackingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The first book to reveal and dissect the technical aspect of many social engineering maneuvers


	From elicitation, pretexting, influence and manipulation all aspects of social engineering are picked apart, discussed and explained by using real world examples, personal experience and the science behind them to unraveled the...
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Project Risk Management Guidelines : Managing Risk in Large Projects and Complex ProcurementsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book describes the philosophy, principles, practices and techniques for managing risk
in projects and procurements, with a particular focus on complex or large-scale project
activities. The approaches contained here may also be applied to simple purchases of goods
and services, although with considerable simplification.
...
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